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Overview:
• In this talk, I investigate gender assignment to nominal compounds in Somali, and how it relates
to the notion headedness.
• Conflicting generalizations have been proposed regarding how gender is assigned to compounds
in Somali.
• I will argue that the reason for the discrepancies is that we have been relying too heavily on
the definite article as a cue to gender.
• Judging from subject/verb-agreement, Noun-Noun-compounds are left-headed, but the choice
of definite article (Feminine ta and Masculine ka) varies.

1 Background

1.1 Nominal compounds in Somali
• Nominal compounds in Somali come in different shapes (Noun+Adjective, Noun+Verb...).
• In the simplest case, there are two Noun roots, as in (1).

(1) af ‘language’ + guri ‘house’ → afguri ‘dialect’
• Noun-Noun compounds have one High tone and a single definite article at the right edge (2),
while Noun-Noun phrases have two High tones and two articles (3).
(Examples from Downing and Nilsson forthcoming)1

(2) Noun-Noun compound
gúri+martí-ka → gurimartíga ‘the guesthouse’

(3) Noun-Noun phrase
gúri-ka martí-ta → gúriga martída ‘the guest’s house’

• Somali has a gender system with two genders, Feminine and Masculine. The definite article is
analyzed as agreeing with nouns in gender (e.g. Saeed 1999, p. 111): ka (M) and ta (F).2
1Noun Noun-phrases may also have a single definite article, but in this case, on the initial noun, as in áf-ka

hooyó ‘the mother language’.
2The allomorphs of the masculine definite article /ka/ are [ka], [ɡa], [ha] and [a]. The allomorphs of the

feminine definite article /ta/ are [ta], [da], [ɖa] and [ʃa]. The choice is phonologically predictable: see Saeed
(1999, pp. 28–29).
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1.2 Gender and headedness
• Gender assignment to compound words in Somali is understudied.
• In many languages, e.g. Dutch, the notion head is appealed to when describing gender in com-
pounds.

(4) Right-headed nominal compounds in Dutch (Booij 2002, pp. 141–142)
Common gender Neuter gender
de soep ‘the soup’ het vlees ‘the meat’
de vlees+soup ‘the meat soup’ het soep+vlees ‘the soup meat’

• As indicated by the preceding definite article, the compound gender = the gender of the right
member (the head).
• However, the term head is used to mean different things (e.g. formal head and semantic head).
• And there are many different criteria for headedness (e.g. locus of inflection, percolation of
grammatical features, such as word class and gender, percolation of lexical-conceptual infor-
mation, distributional equivalence etc. – see Bauer 2017; Guevara and Scalise 2009).
• While the criteria for headedness seem to line up in the case of Dutch compounds, this is not
the case for all languages (Scalise and Fabregas 2010).
• In the case of Somali, conflicting generalizations have been proposed regarding both gender
and headedness:

(5) Headedness in Somali compounds
a. “From a syntactic standpoint, [NN-compounds] are [...] right-headed. The gram-
matical gender of the resulting compound is that of the final constituent.”
(Green and Morrison 2016, p. 15)

b. “Its gender is determined by the head of the compound. That means that we can
easily find a sequence N1 + N2 + Art where N1, the head of the compound, is
masculine, N2 is feminine and the article is masculine, or viceversa.”
(Puglielli 1989, p. 7)

• The authors do not illustrate these claims, but it would look like what we see in (6)–(7).
(Examples from Zorc and Osman 1993)

(6) Gender of compound = gender of final member

laf-ta F + garab-ka M → lafgarab-ka M
‘bone’ ‘shoulder’ ‘shoulder bone’
buug-ga M + lacag-ta F → buuglacag-ta F
‘book’ ‘money’ ‘cashbook, ledger’
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(7) Gender of compound = gender of initial member

bir-ta F + danab-ka M → birdanab-ta F
‘iron’ ‘electricity’ ‘magnet’
bur-ka M + saliid-da F → bursaliid-ka M
‘flour’ ‘oil’ ‘fritter’

• In other words, two diametrically opposite generalizations have been proposed.
• There are examples supporting both generalizations, so neither seem to tell the whole story.
• Moreover, different genders are reported by different scholars:

(8) Different genders reported
bir (F) + danab (M) → birdanab ‘magnet’
F (Zorc and Osman 1993, p. 41) or M (Saeed 1999, p. 158)

• In the next section, I will present novel data suggesting that the reasons for the discrepancies
is that we have been relying too heavily on the definite article as a cue to gender.
• A clearer pattern emerges when we look at subject-verb agreement.
• In what follows, I will use the term head in the meaning “gender-determining head”, but note
that the criteria for headedness do not always line up in Somali.

2 Compounds and subject-verb agreement
• Noun-Noun compounds were elicited from a native speaker of Northern Somali living in San
Diego.
• All the remaining examples are provided by this speaker unless otherwise noted.
• The compounds and their members were produced in carrier phrases of the type X is good or X
is bad.
• These phrases show both the definite article (M: ku, F: tu)3 and copula verb agreement (M:
yahay, F: tahay).
• For now, I will focus on Noun-Noun compounds in which both members are Noun roots (that
is, compounds in which there are derivational suffixes, verbal nouns etc. are left aside).

2.1 A note on non-compounds
• In simplex words, both the choice of definite article and the copula verb agreement are pre-
dictable from the gender of the noun (as expected) (9)–(10).

3These are the nominative case forms of the definite articles, which are ka and ta in their citation forms –
Somali has a case system of the type marked nominative, which is common in Cushitic languages (Mous 2012).
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(9) Masculine nouns
a. Libáax-u
lion-m.def.nom

waa
decl

xún
bad
y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The lion is bad.’
b. Dúud-ku
back-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The back is good.’
(10) Feminine nouns

a. Saliíd-du
oil-f.def.nom

waa
decl

xún
bad
t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The oil is bad.’
b. Láf-tu
bone-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The bone is good.’

2.2 Compounds in which the members have the same gender
• M+M compounds are Masculine, and F+F compounds are Feminine (suggesting that gender
is not assigned extrinsically):

(11) M+M compounds = M
a. gaarí (M) + fáras (M) -ku → gaarifárasku (M)

Gaari+fáras-ku
car+horse-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The horse cart is good.’
b. fóol (M) + maroodí (M) -ku → foolmaroodígu (M)

Fool+maroodí-gu
tooth+elephant-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The ivory/elephant’s tusk is good.’
(12) F+F compounds = F

a. láf (F) + aráx (F) -tu → lafaráxdu (F)

Laf+aráx-du
bone+vertebra-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The spine is good.’
b. kabsár (F) + caleén (F) -tu → kabsarcaleéntu (F)

Kabsar+caleén-tu
herb+leaf-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The parsley/cilantro is good.’
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2.3 Compounds in which the members have different gender
• In M+F compounds and F+M compounds, the copula verb agrees with the initial member.
• In some cases, also the definite article seems to agree with the initial member (13)–(14).
• In other cases, the choice of definite article and the verb agreement are in conflict (15).

(13) M+F compounds = M
a. búr (M) + saliíd (F) -ku → bursaliídku (M)

Bur+saliíd-ku
flour+oil-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The fritter is good.’
b. áf (M) + miinshaár (F) -ku → afmiinshaárku (M)

Af+miinshaár-ku
language+saw-m.def.nom

waa
decl

xún
bad
y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The lobbyist/person who spreads false rumors is bad.’
(14) F+M compounds = F

a. shimbír (F) + málab (M) -tu → shimbirmálabtu (F)

Shimbir+málab-tu
bird+honey-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The honey-bird is good.’
b. láf (F) + gárab (M) -tu → lafgárabtu (F)

Laf+gárab-tu
bone+shoulder-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The shoulder bone is good.’

(15) Conflicting gender agreement on definite article and verb
a. waddó (F) + hálaq (M) -ku → waddahálaqu

Wadda+hálaq-u
road+snake-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay
3sg.f-cop.prs (M vs. F)

‘The way snakes go/move is good.’
b. foól (F) + díin (M) -ku → fooldíinku

Fool+díin-ku
labor+turtle-m.def.nom

waa
decl

xún
bad
t-ahay
3sg.f-cop.prs (M vs. F)

‘The false labor is bad.’
• Furthermore, the same speaker may choose different definite articles for the same compound
on different instances:
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(16) Variable definite article, consistent subject/verb agreement
a. láf (F) + sakáar (M) → lafsakáarku ∼ lafsakáartu

Laf+sakáar
bone+chest

-ku
-m.def

∼
∼
-tu
-f.def

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay
3sg.f-cop.prs (M/F vs. F)

‘The breast bone/sternum is good.’
b. bír (F) + jíir (M) → birjíirku ∼ birjíirtu

Bir+jíir
iron+mouse

-ku
-m.def

∼
∼
-tu
-f.def

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay
3sg.f-cop.prs (M/F vs. F)

‘The mouse trap is good.’
• However, the copula verb consistently agrees with the initial member of the compound.

2.4 Competing generalizations
• In Noun+Noun compounds, the choice of definite article ka or ta varies, and is not a reliable
gender cue.
• But judging from subject/verb-agreement, nominal compounds are consistently left-headed.
• So are noun phrases – notice the subject/verb-agreement:

(17) Noun + Noun phrase (left-headed)
waddó (F) + hungúri (M)

Waddá-da
road-f.def

hungúri-gu
throat-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The esophagus (lit. the road of the throat) is good.’
• As for definite article assignment to compounds, there seems to be two competing generaliza-
tions:

(18) Definite article assignment to Noun+Noun compounds
a. Strategy a: linear adjacency
waddó (F) + hungúri (M) -ku → waddahungúrigu (but F!)

Wadda+hungúri-gu
road+throat-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The esophagus (the throat-road) is good.’
b. Strategy b: compound gender/left-headedness
waddó (F) + hungúri (M) -tu → waddahungúridu (F)

Wadda+hungúri-du
road+throat-f.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay.
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The esophagus (the throat-road) is good.’
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3 Further issues

3.1 Right-headed structures
• It is not the case that all criteria for headedness line up in Somali.
• For example, the locus of inflection is the right edge, which is where e.g. the definite article
goes (lafgárab-ta).
• Furthermore, other types of compounds are right-headed by e.g. the word class criterion:

(19) Right-headed adjectival compounds
[Noun + Adjective]Adjective
a. mádax (M) ‘head’ + adág ‘hard’ → madaxadág ‘stubborn’
b. caloól (F) ‘stomach’ + adág ‘hard’ → calooladág ‘courageous’

• The Adjectival compounds in (19) may further be nominalized with -y-, which creates Masculine
nouns, regardless of the gender of the initial member (20).

(20) Nominalized adjectival compounds (M)

a. mádax (M) – madaxadáyg (M)

Madax+adáyg-gu
head+hardness-m.def.nom

waa
decl

xún
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The stubbornness is bad.’
b. caloól (F) – calooladáyg (M)

Calool+adáyg-gu
stomach+hardness-m.def.nom

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay.
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The courage is good.’
(21) [[Noun + Adjective]Adjective]Noun (M)

• The nominalizer determines word class and gender, and the gender of the initial member is not
considered.
• In this case, there is no conflict with respect to definite article assignment. These are not left-
headed compounds.
• In contrast, Noun-Noun-compounds have two options: the linear adjacency generalization
(wadda+hungúri-gu) and the left-headedness generalization (wadda+hungúri-du).
• Left-headed and right-headed structures coexist in Somali – this may be the cause of these
competing generalizations.
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3.2 Tone and gender assignment
• Another type of mismatch involving gender in compounds are found in their tone patterns.
• In non-compounds, there is a correlation between tone and gender (though not a perfect one):
(Examples from Hyman 1981)
(22) Masculine nouns, penultimate H

a. ínan ‘boy’
b. qaálin ‘young he-camel’
c. daméer ‘he-donkey’

(23) Feminine nouns, final H
a. inán ‘girl’
b. qaalín ‘young she-camel’
c. dameér ‘she-donkey’

• When two Nouns are compounded, only the final member retains its High tone – analyzed as
prosodic right-headedness by Green and Morrison (2016).
• In combination with formal (“gender-determining”) left-headedness, this frequently leads to
mismatches between tone and gender in compounds:

(24) Masculine compound, but final H
búr (M) + saliíd (F) → bursaliíd ‘fritter’ (M) (not bursalíid)

(25) Feminine compound, but penultimate H
láf (F) + gárab (M) → lafgárab ‘shoulderbone’ (F) (not lafdhabár)

• Gender is commonly said to be reflected in the agreement on associated words (Hockett 1958).
• That is, we need to distinguish gender agreement and gender marking on the noun itself (such
as tonal gender marking).
• The choice of definite article is perhaps better characterized as a word-internal choice than as
gender agreement, because of the mismatches described in sections 2.3–2.4.
• In fact, Nilsson (2016) has argued on independent grounds that the definite articles do not show
gender agreement synchronically (contra e.g. Green and Morrison 2016; Saeed 1999).

4 Concluding remarks
• Judging from subject/verb-agreement, Noun-Noun compounds in Somali are left-headed (in
the sense that the left member determines the gender of the compound).
• The definite article is not a reliable cue to gender in compounds.
• Two competing generalizations are available with respect to definite article assignment: one
based on linear adjacency, and one based on compound gender.
• Future research should move beyond Noun-Noun compounds to other types, such as Noun-Verb
compounds, and should not rely solely on the definite article as a cue to gender.
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Appendix: Open questions
• Somali is said to have gender polarity: nouns have different genders in their singular and plural
forms (e.g. Saeed 1999 – though see Nilsson 2016). How are compounds pluralized, and how
does it relate to gender and headedness?
• What is the role of animacy and semantic gender in compounds?
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• Do other cues to gender, such as agreement in demonstratives (kán (M)/tán (F) ‘this’), line up
with Subject/Verb-agreement?

The suffixes -eed/-aad/-ood
• In some Noun-Noun compounds, the final member has one of the suffixes -eed, -aad, -ood.
• Because I so far only have looked at Noun-Noun compounds in which both Nouns are roots,
compounds with -eed, -aad, -ood were left aside for now.
• These suffixes are commonly analyzed as Genitive suffixes, and is found in Noun Noun-phrases
(Saeed 1999, p. 64):

(26) áf
mouth

shimbir-eéd
bird-gen

‘mouth of a bird, beak’
• They are only found on Feminine nouns – Masculine nouns show tonal Genitive marking (e.g.
díbi ‘ox’, dibí ‘ox.gen’, Saeed 1999, p. 44).
• Because most Feminine nouns get this suffix when they are the final member of a compound,
and compounds with suffixed members were left aside for now, there are few F+F compounds
and M+F compounds in the current dataset.
• Judging from gender information in dictionaries, it looks like these suffixes assign their own
gender:

(27) hawl (F) ‘labor’ + gacan (F) ‘hand’ + eed→ hawl-gacmeed-ka ‘manual labor’ (M)
(Zorc and Osman 1993)

• However, I elicited the following word pair, which can be analyzed as left-headed:

(28) libáax (M) + bád (F) → libaaxbadeéd (M)

libaax+bad-éed-ku
lion+sea-gen-m.def

waa
decl

fiicán
good

y-ahay
3sg.m-cop.prs

‘The shark is good.’
(29) háwl (F) + gácan (F) → hawlgacmeéd (F)

hawl+gacm-éed-ku
work+hand-gen-m.def

waa
decl

fiicán
good

t-ahay
3sg.f-cop.prs

‘The manual labor is good.’
• The copula verb agrees with the initial member, suggesting that the compound gender is Mas-
culine in (28), and Feminine in (29).
• The choice of definite article is ka in both cases, and not a reliable cue to gender.
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